Gender wage discrimination

Does the extent of competition in labor markets explain why female workers are paid less than men?
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ELEVATOR PITCH

There are pronounced and persistent wage differences between men and women in all parts of the world. A significant element of these wage disparities can be attributed to differences in worker and workplace characteristics, which are likely to mirror differences in worker productivity. However, a large part of these differences remains unexplained, and it is common to attribute them to discrimination by the employer that is rooted in prejudice against female workers. Yet recent empirical evidence suggests that, to a large extent, the gaps reflect “monopsonistic” wage discrimination—that is, employers exploiting their wage-setting power over women—rather than any sort of prejudice.

KEY FINDINGS

Pros

- Evidence shows that monopsonistic wage discrimination can account for a large part of the unexplained gender wage gap.
- Once monopsonistic wage discrimination has been recognised, it can be straightforwardly countered by raising women's sensitivity to wages, through a range of measures.
- Equal pay legislation may raise women's wages without harming their employment.

Cons

- Employers profit from discriminating against women whose labor supply to the single employer is less sensitive to wages.
- Since monopsonistic wage discrimination raises employers’ profits, it is likely to be widespread and to persist in the long term.
- Apart from some suggestive findings, direct evidence on the drivers of women's lower wage sensitivity is still lacking.
- Very little is currently known on whether employers really make use of their more pronounced wage-setting power over women.

AUTHOR’S MAIN MESSAGE

A growing body of international evidence suggests that a substantial part of the unexplained gender wage gap stems from imperfect competition in the labor market. This monopsonistic wage discrimination arises when employers exploit their more pronounced wage-setting power over female workers, whose labor supply to the single employer is less sensitive to wages. Since wage discrimination raises employers’ profits, it is fostered by market forces and thus likely to persist in the long term. Fighting monopsonistic discrimination involves introducing policy measures to raise women’s wage sensitivity, for example, through improved childcare or more flexible working hour arrangements, as well as introducing equal pay legislation.